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My career path:
I

after high school, a gap year as
I
I
I

I

office clerk, courier, and cleaner in Sydney,
road labourer in France,
backpacker across Europe

B Math, University of Newcastle, Australia
I
I

mathematics, french, physics, philosophy
played sport, dabbled in student politics, bought a motorbike
and developed my love of cycling as recreation and transport

I

1 year as tutor/research assistant in Newcastle

I

Scholarship to study for D Phil in stochastic processes at the
Mathematical Institute in Oxford.

I

1 year as Junior Lecturer in Mathematical Statistics, and first
appointment in Oxford’s brand new Dept of Statistics.

My career path (continued):
I

7 years as lecturer/senior lecturer in Mathematical Sciences,
Queen Mary, London
I
I

I

I

Guided by mentor and PhD examiner Prof Peter Donnelly
Visiting researcher on the Human Genome Project at Los
Alamos National Lab, New Mexico
Started expert witness work in London, advising on population
genetics and statistical aspects of DNA profile evidence.

5 years as Professor in Dept Applied Statistics, Reading
I

Here I started my long association with Wiley, as an advisor on
Probability and Statistics books and working on the first
edition of the Handbook of Statistical Genetics.

I

8 years as Professor in Epidemiology and Public Health,
Imperial College London.

I

5 years as Professor in UCL Genetics Institute

I

current position in Melbourne since end 2014

Why an academic has the best job in the world1
I

Each day I decide my own priorities
I

I

I report to HoD once per year.

Much flexibility to alter research direction
I
I

I
I

I choose my own research collaborators
Learning from a molecular biologist or forensic scientist can be
fun and rewarding
My research has led me into prison cells and crop fields,
and conferences in many interesting places (next: Casa
Matématica Oaxaca, Mexico).

I

Flexibility to alter mix of research/teaching/consulting/admin

I

Moving between academia and industry no longer as difficult
as it was and is generally encouraged

I

Relevant extra-mural activities are encouraged: I have served
on Parliamentary Scientific Committee, DNA advisory
committee of UK Forensic Regulator and the Forensic
Evidence Working Group of the Supreme Court of Victoria.

1

University managements are working hard to try to wreck this.

Research and Teaching
Web of Science categorisation of my publications:
I

GENETICS HEREDITY (86)

I

MATHEMATICAL COMPUTATIONAL BIOLOGY (40)

I

MEDICINE LEGAL (27)

I

STATISTICS PROBABILITY (24)

I

BIOTECHNOLOGY APPLIED MICROBIOLOGY (19)

Teaching:
I

Early on I taught statistics to mathematical sciences
undergraduates

I

Mostly I have taught statistical genetics to masters students
undertaking degree courses in statistics, epidemiology,
genetics, and forensic science

I

I’ve also taught short courses on DNA profile evaluation,
population genetics and medical genetics.
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Getting started in consulting:
I got into expert witness work in an unplanned way
I
I

I can’t advise much on getting started.
Some training would have been helpful
I

I

but hard to see how training could cover all aspects.

I’ve done reports in civil cases, but most of my experience is
in criminal cases.

Most universities have an agency that helps manage consultancy
work.
I

It’s very valuable if you can get someone else to invoice and
chase up payment.

I

Professional liability insurance can also be important.

Financial arrangements vary widely across universities, but if they
only take about a 20% cut in return for the above, you are getting
a good deal.

On being an expert witness: some general points
Be professional,
I

especially when working for the prosecution, anything you say
or write is potentially disclosable to the court,

I

no careless or flippant emails - remember the climategate
fiasco!

The job of the Defence is not to get the defendant off the hook at
all costs.
I

Their job is to make sure that the Prosecution has adequately
proved its case.

I

Whether the defendant is actually guilty or innocent is not
something you should even think about.

Be prepared for disappointments.
I

Much waste of time and effort in the system.

I

They may not use your evidence well or at all.

I

The defence may have an (unstated) interest in obfuscation.

What about the statistics?
The Bayesian framework is extremely valuable for helping you to
understand the significance of your evidence and to guide
communicating it to the court.
I

How to communicate that evidence remains a challenge, but
illustrative probability calculations can sometimes help.

I

You need to think about, and if appropriate state, possibilities
for gross error such as evidence tampering, but it is usually
not feasible to include any evaluation.

Classical hypothesis testing with null hypotheses and p-values
usually inappropriate for court.
I

I

Confidence intervals (CI) for relevant parameters may be
useful,
I would avoid being pressed into computing a CI for an LR
I

do a sensitivity analysis instead.

World’s End case (HM Advocate vs Sinclair) Edinburgh
I

Murders of two girls in 1977.

I

Sinclair was tried in 2007 (co-accused had died); the case
relied on limited DNA evidence, and was terminated in
controversial circumstances (“no case to answer”).

I

The controversy led to Double Jeopardy (Scotland) Act 2011.

I

Since 2007, techniques for profiling and evaluation of lowtemplate and degraded DNA samples much improved.

I

In 2013, the High Court permitted a retrial: substantial new
DNA evidence not available at the original trial.
October 2014 retrial. > 10 complex DNA samples, evaluated
using relatively novel statistical models, implemented in my
likeLTD software.

I

I

I

Multiple hypothesis comparisons for each stain.

Sinclair was convicted - he was already serving life sentences
for other similar offences.

Some thoughts on establishing an academic career
Working as an academic is a privilege, and academic careers are
highly sought-after and competitive. Publication of research is
essential, but not sufficient: you need to get it noticed and used.
I Listen to the advice of others, but not too much.
I
I
I
I

I

Integrity and hard work are vital for career success.
Personal motivation/interest is paramount.
Quality beats quantity on a CV.
Appointment panels still largely consist of human beings who
are trying to assess quality, as well as quantity, many of them
(like me) dubious about standard metrics.

Journal/author metrics such as impact factor and h-index are
positively, but weakly, correlated with quality,
I

I

see the San Francisco Declaration on Research Assessment
(DORA): “... Journal Impact Factor has a number of
well-documented deficiencies ”.
Individual paper citations (and downloads) have some merit
but are also limited.

A few more thoughts: mentoring and interview skills
Mentoring is important, but
I Works best when it is authentic: a real personal relationship
between mentor and mentee.
I This usually happens when there is mutual professional benefit
to the relationship.
Interviews:
I

I

I

I

Do your homework! Swot up about the organisation/people
you will be working with.
Don’t say too much, particularly if you are not sure of your
ground.
It’s OK to say “I don’t know”, even better to ask ”Is that
what you were looking for? Or do you want me to also talk
about ...”.
Your enthusiasm for the position should be evident from your
answers, but don’t overdo it: specific skills and abilities are
more important.

